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Asst. Operations Manager Interview Questions And Answers
Guide.

Question - 1:
Tell us what Was Your Reason For Leaving Your Previous Job?

Ans:
Whatever may be the reason, you should include only positive reasons in your answer. You should always acknowledge whatever you learnt from your previous
employer. Your skills improved and plus you gained experience from your previous job. Never ever criticize about your previous job.
View All Answers

Question - 2:
Tell us are You Aware Of The Mental Requirements Of The Job?

Ans:
Mental requirements might be intensive work load, working under pressure, stress, long hours, long periods of standing up and walking, and performing
administrative tasks.
View All Answers

Question - 3:
Explain me are You Comfortable Working In A Team?

Ans:
In an Assistant Manager's position, you have to work with your senior manager and your juniors. So working in a team is essential. You cannot work independently
in any company. You should always be able to work in a team. So your answer will be a yes.
View All Answers

Question - 4:
Explain me do You Find The Job Of An Assistant Manager As Interesting?

Ans:
An assistant manager is a management job and hence interaction with people is necessary. In such a role one can improve their interpersonal skill, adaptability,
problem solving and ability to multitask. Since there are many opportunities to learn in this role , the job of an assistant manager is an interesting one.
View All Answers

Question - 5:
Please explain what Is Your Greatest Achievement Till Date?

Ans:
Your greatest achievement should be something from your previous job and it should relate to the job you are applying. Do not make your answer lengthy but include
all necessary details so as to give an impressive answer to the interviewer.
View All Answers

Question - 6:
Explain me what do you think makes for a successful rep coaching session?

Ans:
The candidate doesn't have to give a sample agenda of what their one-on-ones would look like. However, it's important that their conception of a coaching session
includes actual coaching -- not just a dry discussion of the numbers.
Listen for responses that include mentions of career development, goals, skill building, and problem solving in addition to data review.
View All Answers
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Question - 7:
Tell me what do you know about managing budgets?

Ans:
Operations managers are typically involved in budget planning. Their goal is to learn how much has already been spent, how much will be spent, and how to spend
the remaining budget so as to acquire necessary resources within budget limits. Operations managers may be even involved in financial issues such as loans for the
company.
View All Answers

Question - 8:
Tell me in Your Previous Job, Did You Face Any Kind Of Challenges?

Ans:
Here the interviewer wants to know how you handled problems or challenges in the past as you will be getting challenges in future also. Provide an example to the
interviewer when you faced a challenge and how with your skills you were able to overcome the same.
View All Answers

Question - 9:
Tell us are you capable of managing a budget?

Ans:
I am very skilled in budget planning, and I was in charge of the annual budget for the last company I worked at for five years. In addition to allocating resources, I
was also in charge of acquiring a fairly large loan when the company wanted to move to a bigger building because we had some big expansions planned. This
required me to review everything that we were spending and how much revenue we were bringing in. I then had to meet with a loan officer and make a case for why
we should be granted such a large loan, and I managed to get it.
View All Answers

Question - 10:
Please explain why Do You Want To Work As An Assistant Manager?

Ans:
You should mention that this role suits you at this point of your career. Also, talk about the benefits the company is offering for this position. You can also add about
the company's good reputation. Whatever you say should sound convincing.
View All Answers

Question - 11:
Explain me how might an operations manager be involved with individual employees?

Ans:
The operations manager's scope is broad, but s/he deals with office regulations, discipline, and small scale conflicts as well.
It is often the operations manager's role to allay personal conflicts or grievances by being attentive and communicating effectively with individual employees.
View All Answers

Question - 12:
Explain me have You Ever Been Criticized For Your Work In Your Previous Job?

Ans:
The answer here should be given in a very intelligent manner. As the answer will bring out negative qualities, you have to say it in a way that does not make you unfit
for the job. Bring out something positive like you gave your best and you took the criticism in a positive way and how it helped you in future. You have to give an
impressive answer to such a difficult question.
View All Answers

Question - 13:
Please explain how comfortable are you with technology?

Ans:
Sales managers also act as CRM sheriffs, ensuring all reps are using the system properly. CRM aside, sales managers are also involved in the vetting, selection, and
deployment of new sales tools.
While sales manager candidates don't need to be computer whizzes, some technological savvy is necessary.
View All Answers

Question - 14:
Please explain are you comfortable giving presentations?

Ans:
I am very comfortable speaking in front of a group of people. I took several public speaking classes in college, and at my last job I attended a conference on the
company's behalf in order to give a presentation about how the best operations managers lead as opposed to manage. I received numerous compliments from my peers
about the professionalism I displayed at the conference. I would be more than willing to do the same here if offered a position.
View All Answers

Question - 15:
Please explain about Your Qualifications As An Assistant Manager?
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Ans:
Talk about your personal attributes, such as loyalty, integrity, ethics, ability to work under pressure, leadership and charisma, orderliness, etc. You can start your
answer by giving examples; if you worked as an assistant retail manger you probably had to manage a group of people (mention exact number), hire and fire people,
interact effectively with clients, and deal with client complaints.
View All Answers

Question - 16:
Tell us how do you motivate yourself and other at work? Provide examples?

Ans:
Shows leadership skills.
View All Answers

Question - 17:
Tell me what training method is most effective for new reps?

Ans:
It would be nice if a sales manager could do ride alongs and listen in on each and every call a new rep makes, but this model is impractical at scale.
Make sure the candidate acknowledges the importance of a repeatable training process that doesn't center around an informal passing down of knowledge.
View All Answers

Question - 18:
Tell us what has your experience been with supply chain management?

Ans:
As an operations manager, I would make it my duty to always know what is happening with the logistics, warehousing and manufacturing divisions of the company. I
believe communication is key when a company has numerous mechanisms at play, and when anything happens, even if it is minor, I make sure to inform every other
division.
Effectively handling a job interview can be tough, but with enough preparation, it becomes so much simpler. Allow these sample human services operations manager
interview questions and answers to set you on the right path to success.
View All Answers

Question - 19:
Explain how comfortable are you with data analysis?

Ans:
Reps generally only care about one number: their quota. Keeping on top of pipeline and win rate is also important ... as these metrics pertain to their quota. It's all
quota, all the time.
But when a rep is promoted to management, they must produce forecasts and reports that analyze a variety of metrics across the entire team.
While a sales manager doesn't need to be a data analysis pro, they do need to have some familiarity with and inclination for crunching numbers and spotting trends.
Beware of candidates that express active revulsion for data analysis.
View All Answers

Question - 20:
Explain me your leadership experience. Have you taken part in the hiring, training, or firing process?

Ans:
Reveals more about history.
View All Answers

Question - 21:
Tell us do You Know About The Responsibilities Of An Assistant Manager?

Ans:
If you already have work experience, you can easily answer because you will very well know the responsibilities. If you are facing such an interview for the first
time, it is better to read about the job description before appearing for the interview. The main responsibility of assistant manager is to assist the senior manager in
daily works of the company. Assistant manager also has to acts as a medium to communicate between the staff and the senior manager. Employee training and client
servicing are other responsibilities.
View All Answers

Question - 22:
Explain about a time when you satisfied an angry customer. How did you fix the issue?

Ans:
Demonstrates customer service skills.
View All Answers

Question - 23:
Basic Asst. Operations Manager Job Interview Questions:

Ans:
* Describe the main daily tasks for an Operations Manager.
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* What is budget planning and how do you handle it step-by-step?
* What is your experience with logistics management?
* Have you ever negotiated contracts with vendors? What's the most effective approach?
* Which Management Information Systems have you previously used?
* Are you familiar with Cost Analysis tools? Mention any statistical tools you have experience working with.
* If your manager asked you to make a report about production costs, what method would you use?
* Which are, in your opinion, the most important financial management best practices?
* What does successful communication between different organizational functions/departments mean to you?
* How do support services contribute to achieving business goals? Give some examples.
* We want to ensure our confidential data is stored in a secure place. How would you cooperate with our IT team to achieve this?
View All Answers

Question - 24:
Behavioral Asst. Operations Manager Job Interview Questions:

Ans:
* Have you ever successfully implemented a cost-cutting strategy?
* How big was the last team you worked with and what problems did you face?
* What's your experience in making presentations?
* How do you manage 1:1 employee meetings?
View All Answers

Question - 25:
Top Asst. Operations Manager Job Interview Questions:

Ans:
* Tell me about yourself.
* Why do you want to work in sales?
* How comfortable are you with data analysis?
* What do you think are the necessary skills and qualifications for success here?
* Why do you want to be a sales manager?
* Pretend I'm a sales rep who has missed quota three months in a row. What would you say?
* What do you think motivates reps the most?
* What made you successful as a sales rep? How will your processes inform how you manage your team?
* How important is money to you?
* What do you think makes for a successful rep coaching session?
* What do you like and dislike about the sales process?
* How comfortable are you with technology?
* What training method is most effective for new reps?
* What do you think it takes to be a good leader?
* What does a good manager need to do within this organization?
* How would you explain what [company name] does to a person unfamiliar with what we do?
View All Answers

Question - 26:
Tell me what do you believe are the most important traits for a human services operations manager to possess?

Ans:
I believe a crucial trait for anyone in this position is a keen eye for detail to spot areas that could be improved upon. At the last company I was at, a colleague and I
discovered a way to decrease the amount we were spending in the production of goods. It was only a decrease of two cents per unit, but that really added up quickly,
and we ended up saving the company a lot in the long run.
View All Answers

Question - 27:
Please explain a time when you had to serve as a middleman between the employees and upper management?

Ans:
About a year ago, it came to my attention that one of the employees in the IT department was making inappropriate jokes at the office. Another employee found this
behavior to be rather offensive and threatened to file a lawsuit against the company. I managed to convince him to reconsider, and I promised to speak with the
employee in question. I brought the situation to the attention of my employers, who thought it would be best to meet with the employee first before engaging in other
measures. I met with the employee one-on-one at first and spoke at great length about how certain things should not be talked about at the office. We scheduled the
offending party to go to sensitivity training, and at the end of it, I never heard another complaint about that worker ever again.
View All Answers

Question - 28:
Tell us have you ever implemented or improved a process at work? What impact did it have?

Ans:
Tests problem-solving skills.
View All Answers

Question - 29:
Tell me why Do You Think That The Position Of An Assistant Manager Is Important For The Company?

Ans:
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Be confident answering in the affirmative. The assistant manager's role is exciting and challenging as you work closely with an executive of the company. It is a job
that is all about management and applying management skills. The assistant manager often communicates with staff, managers, and customers, and directly oversees
customer service. Assistant managers play an important part in ensuring profit and a good name for the organization.
View All Answers

Question - 30:
Can you please explain what skills do you consider crucial for success in this position?

Ans:
Some obvious examples include quick learning/thinking and problem solving agility, leadership and communication skills.
Describe how you really have a background in these. For example: You've used your communication skills and leadership abilities to manage changes and to deal
with all levels of personnel.
You can talk about your job skills for instructing and communicate messages clearly at all levels of the organization, from sub-contractors to senior management.
View All Answers

Question - 31:
Please explain what According To You Is The Importance Of An Assistant Manager In A Company?

Ans:
Assistant manager's role is a very challenging role. Assistant managers are required to apply management skills for managing the company. They are responsible for
communicating with employees, senior managers and customers also. Assistant managers are mainly responsible for assisting the senior managers. Thus, assistant
managers are important in a company.
View All Answers

Question - 32:
Tell us in What Way Have You Demonstrated Your Decision Making Skill In Your Previous Job?

Ans:
You need to answer this question in a very simple and brief manner. Decision making is always done after taking into consideration all the possible alternatives and
then choosing the appropriate one. Also, include in your answer, that your decision will be based taking into account available resources and limitations.
View All Answers

Question - 33:
Explain me as Part Of Your Previous Management Experience, Did You Make Reports And Presentations For The Senior Management?

Ans:
All assistant managers report to senior management. Assistant managers keep their managers updated with oral and written reports.
View All Answers

Question - 34:
Explain me how important is money to you?

Ans:
Yes, money is important to everyone. But as Andrew Quinn, HubSpot's director of training and development points out, money is inextricably entangled with self
worth for some salespeople -- and that's okay. This attitude simply means the rep isn't suited for sales management.
Better steer a primarily money-motivated salesperson to a new territory or another opportunity at the individual contributor level rather than promote them to
management.
View All Answers

Question - 35:
Please explain how would you explain what [company name] does to a person unfamiliar with what we do?

Ans:
Can this candidate distill complex ideas into simple, easy-to-understand messages? That's what this question will find out.
Part of a sales manager's job is to regularly translate executive directives and news to their sales staff in clear, digestible ways. Ensure they can do this concisely and
without a patronizing tone, before moving forward.
Hiring a sales manager is a big step for any company. Don't rush the process. Instead, be clear about the role and the attributes the right hire will possess. Then, don't
settle until that right person walks in the door and blows you away.
View All Answers

Question - 36:
What are your strengths as Operations Manager?

Ans:
While this question is an invitation to do some chest pounding, remember to illustrate strengths that will benefit the employer and are relative to the position. For
example:
* being a problem solver
* being a motivator
* being a natural leader
* the ability to perform under pressure
* a positive attitude
* loyalty
View All Answers
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Question - 37:
Tell us what does a good manager need to do within this organization?

Ans:
The goal of this question is twofold. First, you want to find out their management style and goals for their employees. They should touch on metrics for success, staff
development, and executive communication.
You also want to understand how much research they've done about your company and the sales organization. If they make sweeping statements about attracting
more enterprise business -- when your website clearly states your mission is to help SMBs grow -- it's probably a sign this candidate hasn't done their homework.
View All Answers

Question - 38:
Explain me what do you think motivates reps the most?

Ans:
This is a bit of a trick question, but it's an important one. The best sales managers know that motivation is personal. While money might drive one rep to go the extra
mile, another might be inspired by a development opportunity or creative contest.
The candidate who can navigate the trick and get to the right answer -- in this case, "it depends on the rep" -- possesses the motivational ability to lead a sales team to
success.
View All Answers

Question - 39:
Tell us do You Have Experience Hiring And/or Firing Personnel?

Ans:
If you do, don't hesitate to give examples of firing people, as long as you explain your decision clearly and confidently. Further, explain you decision process on
hiring new employees. Be specific and confident about your past decisions on employee hiring, professional development, and retention.
View All Answers

Question - 40:
Please explain how Will Your Co Workers Describe You?

Ans:
The answer you give should be in line with the job you have applied for. You can say few words about how people talk about you like hard worker or reliable.
Whatever you say must be positive and it is better to keep the answer short and to the point.
View All Answers

Question - 41:
Tell us are You Aware Of The Work Pressure In An Assistant Manager's Position?

Ans:
There are definitely work pressures involved in an assistant manager's job. You should always answer this positively adding that working under pressure makes you
work more efficiently. Work pressure will not be a difficulty for you but help you work in a better way.
View All Answers

Question - 42:
Please explain some of the tasks you've handled daily as an operation manager?

Ans:
The tasks are numerous, so give a few specific examples, for example: Preparing budgets for programs, arranging facilities and ensuring coordinated movement from
site to site, making inventory control and logistics, being an employees' supervisor, conducting job interviews etc.
View All Answers

Question - 43:
I don't expect you to go into too much detail - but why are you leaving your last job as Operations Manager?

Ans:
An innocent question. But a question that if answered improperly, can be a deal breaker. While many individuals will be looking to a new job as a means of
increasing their salary, "not being paid well enough at your last job" is not something you want to mention to your interviewer. After all, are you not likely to leave
this particular job if you found you could make more down the street?
If you're currently employed and leaving of your own accord, craft your response around enhancing your career development and a seeking out of new challenges.
View All Answers

Question - 44:
Please explain what do you think it takes to be a good leader?

Ans:
The jobs title might be "sales manager," but that doesn't mean leadership skills fall by the wayside. Sales managers need to be able to lead through example and
inspire others to action.
Although this question is last on the list, it's probably the most important of all.
View All Answers

Question - 45:
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Explain me what do you think it takes in terms of skills and qualifications to be a successful sales rep in this organization?

Ans:
A large part of a sales manager's job is keeping the team fully staffed with high performers. This question gives the interviewer a peek into the candidate's stance on
hiring.
The skills and qualifications they deem to be important are those they'll look for when interviewing for open positions. Do the attributes they value line up with the
company's standards? If so, it's a good sign. If not, this could be a red flag.
View All Answers

Question - 46:
Tell us if an employee was struggling to meet metrics/quotas, how would you help him/her?

Ans:
Tests coaching skills.
View All Answers

Question - 47:
Please explain why Do You Find The Job Interesting Or Exciting?

Ans:
The assistant manager's job may be fairly routine one day and exciting the next. Assistant managers often take over the establishment (like a restaurant) in the absence
of the boss. It demands multi-tasking and adaptability, problem solving, and interpersonal skills. It's a management job with a lot of people interaction.
View All Answers

Question - 48:
Tell me did You Have Any Issues With Your Previous Boss?

Ans:
This is a very difficult question. You should always avoid saying that you had issues because if you say this, you will not be considered for the job. Just answer in a
straight manner that you never had any issues.
View All Answers

Question - 49:
Suppose You Will Be Responsible For Assigning Works To Your Juniors. What Will Be Your Way Of Assigning Work?

Ans:
The interviewer wants to find out through this question how you delegate tasks to your juniors. You need to remember about the deadlines and use ways for
improving the performance of the employees.
View All Answers

Question - 50:
Explain me what experience do you have with presentations?

Ans:
Operations managers are required to communicate effectively inside and outside the organization. They often represent companies in conferences and meetings
because they are highly qualified to present the details of expansion and growth, plans and prospects, and discuss any current projects.
View All Answers
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